Server Team - Bug #81998
Remove piwik tracking from review.typo3.org
2017-07-28 14:57 - Helmut Hummel
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Category:
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Target version:
Description
The piwik tracking code causes some delays when loading the site, so it should be removed.
Maybe even consider removing it from forge.typo3.org, although the impact here is not very high, I also don't really see a need for it
here as well.
History
#1 - 2017-11-26 15:15 - Steffen Gebert
- Status changed from New to Resolved
as we've moved Piwik to another server (with SSD), the job or whatever thing, which runs at ~0:50 doesn't slow down the site anymore (to the best of
our knowledge).
If this turns out wrong, we would remove it. But anyways, we removed all custom styling for the next Gerrit update and that will be gone as well.
#2 - 2018-05-01 21:41 - Michael Stucki
- Status changed from Resolved to Accepted
- Assignee set to Michael Stucki
Problems remain. Let's just remove it from Gerrit.
#3 - 2018-05-01 21:55 - Michael Stucki
see https://github.com/TYPO3-cookbooks/site-reviewtypo3org/pull/25
#4 - 2018-05-03 22:39 - Steffen Gebert
- Status changed from Accepted to Resolved
piwik removed
#5 - 2018-05-03 23:37 - Helmut Hummel
Thanks!
#6 - 2018-05-06 20:57 - Helmut Hummel
Hm, seems like pwik isn't removed from gerrit yet. Do the changes need to be deployed somehow?
#7 - 2018-05-06 22:04 - Simon Gilli
see https://typo3.slack.com/archives/C041L7V6Q/p1525414195000100 and previous messages
Steffen Gebert
okay, I rolled back to the previous cookbook version (bringing back piwik tracking and gerrit 2.4.6 instead of
.8). I have no clue why this happened,
but it shouldn't be because of the change of the tracking code. @stucki I've pinned the cookbook version like
this:
```knife node run list set srv198.typo3.org 'recipe[site-reviewtypo3org@1.2.11]'```
Once you're confident that it works (should we start headless browers in our pipeline and let it take screen s
hots SCNR...), just set it again without the version.
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